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Et Cetera student magazine sets release party for Thursday

By AMY MCCALLISTER-ETHEL THE HERALD

In celebration of the release of the 2014 issue, Et Cetera will sponsor a release launch party from 7-9 p.m. Thursday in the John Deaver Drew Library Atrium.

Et Cetera is a literary magazine produced by Marshall University students. Once a year, Et Cetera publishes the work of Marshall students, faculty and affiliates. Accepted works include fiction, non-fiction, poetry, plays, art and photography. Submissions are accepted each year from November through December and the completed issue is published in April or May.

Michelle Higman, editor-in-chief of Et Cetera, said that this year's issue release party will have a featured reader Michael Wayne Hampton and also feature a student open mic.

“I think student open mics are extremely valuable for writers, especially those who're interested in doing creative work as a career,” said Hampton. “Regardless of where you're going to end up in the future, it's something that you have to put your foot out there and try. It's something that you have to get used to. It's a great opportunity for students to get comfortable reading work in front of other students.”

Hampton can be read in the upcoming issue of Et Cetera and also his novel "Railer Girls Love Bobby Linguini," which will be released in May. Hampton will be available to answer questions and sign books as well.

The issue release launch party will also include a wine and cheese reception with live music. Amy McAllister-Ethel can be contacted at mccallis-
ter@marshall.edu.

By WALLY SKALIJ | LOS ANGELES TIMES | MCT

Oklahoma governor pledges review after botched execution Wednesday

Each drug is injected over a 2- to 30-second period

The Republican governor of Oklahoma has promised an independent review of the state's execution procedures by which it was carried out, along with evaluating the state's execution standards.

She also declined to react when asked whether she had to refer stayed executions indefinitely.

She also declined to react to a White House statement Wednesday saying Lockett's execution fell short of human standards.

Fallin defined the death penalty as a deterrent and "had his day in court." she said.
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Learning to enable non-native MU students with personalized language coaching

Dialect clinic helps international students learn English pronunciation by BY FRANCES LAZELL

The clinic, which began in the fall of 2013, provides INTO MU students with personalized language coaching. Students who participate in the clinic are matched with communications disorders graduate students who help them focus on pronunciation.

The clinic is twice a week with one-hour sessions. During the sessions, students work with communications disorders graduate students who help them focus on pronunciation.

The second session, dialect coaching, gives students opportunities to practice with real-life populations.

While the INTO MU selects students who participate in the clinic, the clinic is available to all students at Marshall.
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Winston suspended for shoplifting

By BRENNAN SOMER

More than once, Florida State star quarterback Jameis Winston, who was suspended from the team after being charged with shoplifting crab legs, has expressed regret for his actions.

"I realize that I am in the public spotlight and my conduct needs to be above reproach," Winston said in the statement. "Over the last year, I've learned my accomplishments on the field can be a wonderful stage by the magnitude of the Derby's.

"The results are the results," Maker said. "The focus is to assist with recruiting "even if it means flying under the radar.

Makersloved Vicar’s in Trouble, General a Machine, and Rod and Harry’s Holiday have mostly flown under the radar.

The results are the results," Maker said. "I think of it as a pre-derby directive." Winston will have to serve 20 hours of community service.

"We're in a pre-derby directive," Maker said. "Each one's coming in at different stages and being overwhelmed by the magnitude of the Derby's.

The court documents allege Franklin and Guti, Penn State's director of performance enhancement, reached out to the woman four days after the alleged rape and said "that they cared about her because she satisfied them with recruiting," according to the report.

"The allegations that I do of what looks like, he's gotten the job done," Maker said. "The results are the results." Maker said it's easy to manipulate three Derby horses because all are on their turf and going through familiar routines.

"The allegations that I've made a mistake," Franklin said in a school statement. "I have cooperated fully with the authorities in this matter but, out of respect for the legal process, I am not able to comment any further.

By CHLOE WALKER

James Franklin denies contacting rape victim

He doesn't anticipate any of them going through familiar routines.

"No shame in that," he said. "There's no way that any individual has gone through the public eye and my conduct needs to be above reproach." Winston was arrested last night, we are suspending Jameis Winston from the baseball team," Martin said.

Though he's rarely mentioned with the glamour of most year's most glamorous trainers, soft-spoken Mike Maker could have as big a say as any in determining the winner.

"The allegations that I've made that are alleging then-coach James Franklin reached out to the victim and Franklin and Dwight Guti, now with PennSta.
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The Russians are coming, the Russians are coming! No, seriously — Vladimir Putin is on a mission to return to Russia. Just as the Chinese in the 2008 Summer Games, Putin saw a tremendous opportunity to expand his economic and political power and be willing to accept almost any cost to be the dominant power in the region. The U.S. response has been slighty better as it attempted targeted sanctions on the Kremlin, but there is no plan to be in the financial crisis in the short term. The U.S. has imposed small sanctions on Russian individuals, financial administrators, and the business community. These sanctions support high-level political goals and the hope of economic pressure. The main goal of these sanctions is to demonstrate that there is a real and should be maintained. This is not to say that the business community will not be affected, but the economic consequences are not severe. The U.S. is using this as an opportunity to impose sanctions on the Russian government.

When I write the tuition check for my son, who is almost 100% certain to go off college, I am not buying his education. I am helping the institution where he has a responsibility to use the resources to learn and improve his understanding of the world. The institution has the obligation to provide a strong foundation for his life, but also a valuable education.

**GUIDELINES FOR SENDING LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

Please keep letters to the editor at 300 words or fewer. They may be subject to editing. Letters should be submitted via email to dcp@marshall.edu or through our online form. Letters that are not published may be published online. Letters appear as submitted, including any serious errors. Letters over 300 words are edited for length and clarity.

**Emails sent to the editors at parthenon@marshall.edu or marshallparthenon.com will be printed at the discretion of the editors.**

Emails expressing opinions in the columns and letters do not necessarily represent the views Of The Marshall Parthenon. Please send letters to the editors at parthenon@marshall.edu or through our online form. Letters appear as submitted, including any serious errors. Letters under 300 words are edited for length and clarity.
MARGOT OBERN

"Being alive to share these stories online really humanizes technology for me," she said, adding that narrative tools can make a place come alive, and in the process kindle an interest among storytellers and readers. On her site, and live, "I have all these people leaving notes about places they’ve been, and because we’ve been sharing these little stories together, it’s a way for people of us to have a kind of conversation with one person if I feel like I’m meeting a long-lost friend."
Rising temperatures mean it’s time for summer movie season. With an abundance of superheroes, musicals and sequels opening in the coming months, the box office prepares itself for some of the year’s biggest nationwide releases.

**SUMMER MOVIE PREVIEW**

**‘MALEFICENT’**
Angelina Jolie stars as the horned villainess of "Sleeping Beauty" fame in this dark and intense Disney tale of the witch’s backstory. The film, directed by Robert Stromberg, also stars Elle Fanning as Princess Aurora and... (more)

**‘EDGE OF TOMORROW’**
In this sci-fi war movie, Lt. Col. Bill Cage (Tom Cruise) continuously relives his dying day fighting aliens. Lucky for Cage, Rita Vrataski (Emily Blunt), a battle-hardened warrior teaches him new skills. "Edge of Tomorrow" opens June 6.

**‘TRANSFORMERS: AGE OF EXTINCTION’**
Mark Whalberg joins Michael Bay’s alien Autobots and Decepticons as the evil robots rampage the city, opening June 27.

**‘22 JUMP STREET’**
Undercover cops Jenko (Channing Tatum) and Schmidt (Jonah Hill) take on a local college in this sequel to "21 Jump Street" opening June 13.

**‘TAMMY’**
After losing her job and learning her husband is cheating, Tammy (Melissa McCarthy) goes on the road with her profane, hard-drinking mother (Susan Sarandon). "Tammy" opens July 2.

**‘GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY’**
Peter Quill (Chris Pratt), an American pilot, becomes the object of a manhunt after he steals a coveted orb from the villainous Ronan the Accuser (Lee Pace). He is joined by the green-skinned Gamora (Zoe Saldana), anthropomorphic alien tree Groot (voiced by Vin Diesel) and Rocket Raccoon (voiced by Bradley Cooper), opening August 1.

**‘NEIGHBORS’**
**‘GODZILLA’**
**‘THE FAULT IN OUR STARS’**
**‘JERSEY BOYS’**
**‘BEGIN AGAIN’**
**‘JUPITER ASCENDING’**
**‘TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES’**
**‘WALK OF SHAME’**
**‘CHEF’**

**OTHER RELEASES**

**‘X-MEN: DAYS OF FUTURE PAST’**
Wolverine (Hugh Jackman) is sent to the past by Professor X (Patrick Stewart) and Magneto (Ian McKellen) to change the fate of both humans and his fellow mutants. Jennifer Lawrence (Raven/Mystique) and Michael Fassbinder (Young Magneto) return with other members from 2011’s hit "X-Men: First Class," opening May 23.
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